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Abstract—A new method for integration of optical mode converters with InP-based photonic integrated circuits is described
and demonstrated. The mode converter is integrated to a Sampled Grating DBR (SG-DBR) laser to demonstrate integration and
to facilitate accurate fiber-coupling loss measurements. The entire
fabrication process requires a single MOCVD regrowth, making it
compatible with low-cost integration with other photonic components. The mode converter utilizes a vertically tapered geometry
and yields a record 86% coupling efficiency using a lensed, uncoated, single-mode fiber. Cleaved fiber to InP-based waveguide
coupling loss sensitivity is measured to be better than 1 dB with
1.85- m lateral fiber misalignment and 1.5- m transversal
fiber misalignment.
Index Terms—InP waveguides, mode converter, photonic integrated circuits, spot size converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.
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ONOLITHICALLY integrated InGaAsP–InP planar
photonic integrated circuits (PICs) are a critical step
to low-cost implementation of lightwave functions for optical
communications and networks. Advanced PICs combine
passive and active waveguide and grating elements to realize
devices like widely tunable lasers, lasers integrated with
modulators, tunable wavelength converters, and routers and
other complex circuits that are not possible to implement
using passive waveguide technologies alone. A key issue
with InP-based PIC circuits is the inherent high coupling loss
typically associated with coupling optical signals between
fibers and InP-based waveguides. This loss originates in large
mode-size mismatch of a single-mode InP-based waveguide to
a standard single mode fiber. Although the coupling efficiency
can be improved by using special lensed fibers or microoptical
elements, it will complicate the device packaging and increase
device cost, especially for planar light circuits that utilize
multiple tilted-angle input and output waveguides.
Low-loss coupling is critical for many applications, including
obtaining high launch power from integrated laser/modulator
transmitters and optical wavelength converters or semiconductor optical amplifiers where coupling loss adds directly to

Mode converter design schematic.

the component noise figure. In addition to low-loss coupling, it
is also important to reduce the sensitivity of alignment between
the fiber and InP-based waveguide in order to reduce the cost
of packaging these devices and reduce coupling efficiency
sensitivity to environmental variations.
In this letter, we present a method to integrate mode converters with devices consisting of both active and passive
waveguides, which is different from other methods reported
[1]–[5]. It simplifies the process of device integration and
reduces the number of regrowth steps to one. A new etchant
used to make the vertical taper is safer to use than Bromine
[6]. In order to demonstrate component integration using this
process and to accurately measure the coupling efficiency, we
fabricated an integrated sampled grating DRB laser with the
mode-size converter (MC).
The mode converter is demonstrated to achieve fiber-to-InP
waveguide coupling efficiencies of 70% using cleaved fiber and
86% with conical lensed fiber. Fiber alignment sensitivities are
improved for cleaved fiber with measured tolerances of 3.7 and
3.0 m along vertical and lateral directions, respectively.
II. VERTICAL TAPER DESIGN AND DEVICE PROCESSING
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The mode converter structure is shown in Fig. 1. In order to
prevent radiation losses at the taper, it is has been found that the
local taper angle should be less than
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where
is the waveguide thickness,
is the local propis the propagation constant of the first
agation constant, and
radiation mode [7]. Using a nonlinear taper, this condition can
be met while converting between different mode sizes in the
shortest length possible [8], thereby minimizing the propagation loss. In order to produce the required taper profile, we
designed our mask using a simple cubic formula given in [9].
Using three-dimensional (3-D) BPM modeling, it is possible to
determine the optimum cleaving plane to achieve the best mode
coupling into the fiber.
The integrated device uses an offset quantum well (QW)
structure in order to combine active and passive waveguides
onto a single planar circuit using a single regrowth. A multiple
quantum well active region is grown on top of a 350-nm-thick
low-bandgap (0.9 eV) quaternary waveguide. The two layers
are separated by a 10-nm-thick InP stop-etch layer to enable
the QWs to be removed from passive sections of the device
using a selective wet etchant.
Fabrication of the device is accomplished by first creating the
vertical tapers in the mode converter sections. Vertical tapers
are made using bromine-based diffusion-limited wet etchant
HBr : HNO : 15H O. The tapers are created using an etch rate
enhancement effect. The etch-rate enhancement depends on the
ratio of mask and open area. Its maximum value is about 2.0 in
this experiment. The etch rate measured is about 23 nm/min,
which allows for very precise depth control during fabrication.
The next step is to selectively etch off the quantum wells only
in the areas that will serve as passive sections of the device. Gratings are created in the mirror sections using holography/reactive ion etching; subsequently, a 2- m-thick p-doped InP upper
cladding layer with a p -InGaAs contact layer are regrown. It
is important to emphasize that this is the only regrowth step required.
After regrowth, ridges in InP are formed using a combination
of dry/wet chemical etching, followed by a proton implant to
electrically isolate different electrodes. Finally, top and bottom
metal contacts are evaporated using E-beam evaporation.

Fig. 2. SEM picture of fabricated tapers, with top view of a single taper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The SEM image of the fabricated taper is shown in Fig. 2. The
surface profile was measured and is shown in Fig. 3. Its height
was S-shaped and can be accurately modeled using a raised-sine
curve [10]

Fig. 3.

Taper height versus distance—measurement and fitted results.

(2)
where is the total height of the taper, is the taper length, and
is the distance measured from the output facet. This profile
fulfilled the low radiation condition set by (1).
Near-field images with and without the mode converter at
the laser output are shown in Fig. 4. The mode shape with mode
converter was nearly circular. The full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) far-field divergence angles of the output intensity
11.7 .
were measured to be 10.5
We have also measured the fiber coupling efficiencies for two
cases: 1) a standard single-mode cleaved fiber and 2) a conical

Fig. 4. Near-field images of the laser, with and without integrated mode
converter.

lensed fiber (Fig. 5). The efficiencies were measured relative to
the total coupled power into a broad-area detector.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Fiber coupling efficiencies measured for an integrated SGDBR laser
with mode converter.

A new method for integration of optical mode converters with
InP-based photonic integrated circuits is described and demonstrated. SGDBR laser monolithically integrated with a mode
converter is reported. The fabrication process is simple with
only two steps of epitaxial growth needed. The light spot size
on the output facet of the chip was 4.0 5 m and its FWHM
divergence angles of the output intensity in the far field were
11.7 . Due to a large mode size and small divergence
10.5
angles in the far field, coupling efficiencies of 70% in a cleaved
fiber and 86% in a conical-lensed fiber were measured. Large
alignment tolerances ( 1.85 m; 1.5 m) make direct coupling with passive alignment to a silica waveguide on a planar
lightwave circuit possible. Therefore, monolithic integration of
a mode-size converter with an InP-based photonic integrated
circuit not only increases the coupled input–output power, but
also has the potential to decrease the cost of device packaging
with minimal alterations of the fabrication process.
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